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Rostral Elements of Sympatho-motor Circuitry: A Virally
Mediated Transsynaptic Tracing Study
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Numerous physiological and emotionally motivated behaviors, including locomotion, exercise, escape, and attack behaviors as well as
passive coping responses, require concomitant activation of motor and sympathetic efferents. Such functional heterogeneity suggests the
existence of dual function neurons that can simultaneously coordinate motor and sympathetic output. Because previous physiological
investigations have implicated a number of mesencephalic and telencephalic regions in mediating these behaviors, we hypothesized the
presence of dual function sympatho-motor neurons in these neural structures. To test this hypothesis, we used recombinant strains of the
pseudorabies virus (PRV) for transsynaptic tract-tracing. PRV-152, a strain that expresses enhanced green fluorescent protein, was
injected into sympathectomized gastrocnemius muscle, whereas PRV-BaBlu, which expresses �-galactosidase, was injected into the
adrenal gland in the same animals. Although coinfected neurons were detected in a number of mesencephalic and telencephalic regions,
�50% of such neurons were located within specific subdivisions of two general areas: the hypothalamus and periaqueductal gray. These
subdivisions included the ventrolateral periaqueductal gray, dorsomedial hypothalamus, dorsolateral lateral hypothalamus, and ventral
portion of the medial parvocellular subdivision of the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN). A subset of the sympatho-
motor neurons within the PVN also contained either arginine vasopressin or oxytocin. This sympatho-motor circuitry likely plays an
important role in mediating different aspects of stress responses and emotionally motivated behaviors.
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Introduction
Although classical theories regarding autonomic and motor con-
trol suggest that these systems are quite disparate (Cannon,
1963), there are numerous examples of behaviors that are char-
acterized by coordinated motor and autonomic regulation, in-
cluding exercise, startle, defense (“fight-or-flight”) reaction, pain
responses, reproductive behavior (lordosis), vocalization, right-
ing reflexes, feeding, micturition, and sleep (Hilton, 1982; El-
dridge et al., 1985; Lovick, 1991; Daniels et al., 1999; Palmer and
Printz, 1999; Kerman et al., 2000a,b). For instance, locomotion
and exercise require intermittent and complementary contrac-
tions of synergistic muscle groups and simultaneous activation of
autonomic and respiratory systems to increase cardiac output
and to redistribute blood flow from skin and viscera to contract-
ing muscles (Waldrop et al., 1996). Emotionally motivated be-
haviors require a similar coordination of motor and autonomic
systems; defensive-aggressive behavior, for example, involves so-
matomotor action [e.g., alerting, hissing, and sudden attack
(Mancia and Zanchetti, 1981; Jordan, 1990)] and concomitant

autonomic changes, including increased cardiac output and ele-
vated blood pressure (Hilton, 1982; Jordan, 1990).

Aggressive behavior, or fight-or-flight response to threat,
stands in contrast to a more passive coping approach, which may
involve an animal “playing dead” (Mancia and Zanchetti, 1981).
Passive coping response is often characterized by its own array of
behavioral and physiologic changes such as immobilization, sub-
ordination, low maternal and sex drives, alterations in blood
pressure, and increased corticosteroid secretion (Mancia and
Zanchetti, 1981).

Despite compelling behavioral evidence for the possible exis-
tence of neural circuits dedicated to sympatho-motor integra-
tion, surprisingly little is known regarding their organization.
Several studies have examined the role that different brain re-
gions may play in mediating behaviors that require concomitant
activation of sympathetic and somatomotor efferent systems. In
these studies, one or several brain regions were stimulated either
electrically (Abrahams et al., 1960; Yardley and Hilton, 1986) or
chemically with injections of excitatory amino acids (Bandler,
1982; Hilton and Redfern, 1986), and then behavioral, somato-
motor, and autonomic parameters were simultaneously mea-
sured. Electrical stimulation has the potential to activate cell bod-
ies as well as fibers of passage, thus complicating interpretation of
observed effects. In contrast, with excitatory amino acid injec-
tions, it is not possible to determine whether such stimuli activate
neurons with dual motor and autonomic functions or whether
they activate separate neuronal populations.

To address this issue of motor and autonomic integration, we
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used viral transsynaptic tracing agents to directly examine the
organization of sympatho-motor circuitry. We previously de-
scribed medullopontine areas that contain sympatho-motor
neurons (Kerman et al., 2003). The greatest numbers of such
neurons were observed in the ventromedial medulla, suggesting
that these cells send direct projections to the spinal cord with
putative collaterals to motoneurons and sympathetic pregangli-
onic neurons (Kerman et al., 2003).

We hypothesized the existence of rostrally located dual-
function neurons that have the potential to simultaneously reg-
ulate motor and sympathetic functions. We focused our atten-
tion on mesencephalic and telencephalic areas that mediate
motivated behaviors, which require sympatho-motor integra-
tion, and/or contain neurons that send projections to either mo-
tor or autonomic targets.

Materials and Methods
All of the procedures regarding animal use in this study conformed to the
National Academy of Sciences Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals and were approved by the University of Michigan University
Committee on Use and Care of Animals.

Overview of experimental procedures. In the present studies, we used
transgenic recombinants of an attenuated pseudorabies virus (PRV)
strain, PRV-Bartha, for transneuronal tracing of multisynaptic pathways
innervating the adrenal gland and gastrocnemius muscle. PRV has pref-
erential tropism for axonal terminals (Vahlne et al., 1978, 1980). It is
transported in the retrograde direction from the terminals to the cell
body where the viral genome is replicated in the nucleus (Enquist et al.,
1998). Capsids are assembled and filled with viral DNA in the nucleus,
acquire the mature envelope from a late Golgi compartment, and are
transported to sites of afferent synaptic contact where cell-to-cell trans-
neuronal transmission of infection occurs (Card et al., 1993; Enquist et
al., 1998). The two viral recombinants that we used were PRV-152 and
PRV-BaBlu. Both are derived from PRV-Bartha, which is an attenuated
form of the parental strain, PRV-Becker. PRV-BaBlu contains the lac Z
gene at the gG locus and produces �-galactosidase (�-gal) under the
control of the viral gG promoter (Kim et al., 1999). PRV-152 carries the
gene coding for enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) at the gG
locus, which is constitutively expressed under control of the cytomega-
lovirus immediate early promoter (Smith et al., 2000). Previous studies
have demonstrated that PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu are transported trans-
synaptically in a retrograde manner, similarly to PRV-Bartha, and that
the two recombinants are capable of simultaneously coinfecting the same
neuronal population (Standish et al., 1995; Billig et al., 1999, 2000, 2001;
Smith et al., 2000; Kerman et al., 2003).

By injecting PRV-152 into the hindlimb muscle and PRV-BaBlu into
the adrenal gland, we demonstrated that the earliest survival time at
which double-infected neurons are detected in the medulla is 96 h after
injection (Kerman et al., 2003). Although appreciable numbers of
double-infected neurons are observed within the medulla and pons at
120 h after injection (Kerman et al., 2003). A single replication cycle of
the virus is 10 –12 h (Demmin et al., 2001). We therefore decided to
extend the survival times by 12 h to 132–136 and 144 h. In preliminary
experiments, we determined that there is maximal labeling in the fore-
brain and midbrain at 144 h of survival, and we thus used that as the
longest survival time point. This temporal analysis allowed us to examine
the hierarchical organization of the descending sympatho-motor
circuits.

Viral recombinants used in the present studies were harvested from
pig kidney cell cultures at a titer of 10 8 to 10 9 pfu/ml. Viral stocks were
aliquoted in 50 �l volumes and stored at �80°C. At the times of injection,
viral aliquots were removed from the freezer and kept on ice until imme-
diately before injections.

Male Sprague Dawley rats (n � 14) (Charles River Laboratories, Wil-
mington, MA) were used in these studies. We previously reported a
robust negative correlation between the animal’s weight and efficiency of
infection of gastrocnemius motoneurons, with the largest rate of mo-

toneuron infection in rats of intermediate size that weigh �200 g (Ker-
man et al., 2003). Thus, animals in the current study were selected to
weigh between 163 and 342 g for an average of 207 � 4.6 g (mean �
SEM). Animals were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane vaporized in 1–1.5
L/min O2 and maintained with a 1.5–2.5% concentration. Because of
supply problems, in five of the animals, anesthesia was induced and
maintained with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine and xylazine
mixture (60 mg/kg ketamine and 7 mg/kg xylazine). Choice of anesthetic
regimen had no effect on viral infection or transport. A surgical plane of
anesthesia was achieved under both anesthetic regimens, such that there
was no spontaneous movement and there were no withdrawal responses
to tail and/or foot pinch. At the conclusion of the survival period follow-
ing transport of viral tracers, animals were deeply anesthetized intraperi-
toneally with 1 ml of 50 mg/ml pentobarbital sodium solution and tran-
scardially perfused with 100 –150 ml of physiological saline followed by
400 –500 ml of a 4% paraformaldehyde solution containing 1.4% L-lysine
and 0.2% sodium meta-periodate (PLP) (McLean and Nakane, 1974).

Hindlimb sympathectomy. In addition to motor efferents, the hindlimb
is also innervated by sympathetic efferents that project to blood vessels,
sweat glands, and other smooth muscle targets (Jänig and McLachlan,
1992). To prevent infection of sympathetic pathways after injection of
PRV-152 into the gastrocnemius muscle, the hindlimb was surgically
sympathectomized in all animals using a previously described approach
(Kerman et al., 2003). Briefly, the lumbar sympathetic nerve was dis-
sected via a ventral laparotomy and was extirpated from the level of the
renal artery caudal to the bifurcation of the abdominal aorta. Neural
plexuses running along the descending aorta and inferior vena cava were
also stripped off under microscopic observation using fine forceps. The
abdominal aorta and the inferior vena cava were then swabbed with
10 –20% phenol dissolved in ethylene glycol. Abdominal musculature
was closed with sutures, and the overlying skin was closed with surgical
staples.

We have found previously that this procedure is effective at removing
the large majority of sympathetic efferents to the hindlimb, as evidenced
by the lack of infection in the intermediolateral cell column in the same
animals that exhibited robust infections of lumbar motoneurons (Ker-
man et al., 2003). This finding was confirmed in the present study in five
animals allowed to survive 120 –140 h after PRV-152 injections into the
gastrocnemius muscle. In these animals, the spinal cord was extracted in
three blocks: T1-T7 segment, T8-T13, and L1-L6. Thoracic blocks were
sectioned in the horizontal plane at 35 or 40 �m, whereas the lumbar
blocks were sectioned either in the horizontal or coronal plane at 40 �m.
A one in three series for each block was processed for simultaneous
visualization of PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu using immunofluorescent
methods aimed at the detection of eGFP and �-gal (see below for meth-
odological details). This analysis confirmed effectiveness of surgical sym-
pathectomy, because there was light infection with PRV-152 in the inter-
mediolateral cell column in only one of the animals. In the same animals,
we observed robust infection of gastrocnemius motoneurons with PRV-
152, thus further validating this approach for selective infection of motor
efferents.

Double-virus injections. To determine the location of neurons coordi-
nating muscle contraction and autonomic activity, rats received injec-
tions of PRV-152 into their left (n � 12) or right (n � 2) gastrocnemius
muscle and injections of PRV-BaBlu into their left adrenal gland. The
gastrocnemius muscle was injected with a 30 �l total volume of PRV-152,
which was divided into multiple injections of 1.0 �l. The adrenal gland
was dissected via a left flank incision and gently separated from sur-
rounding viscera and fat; the adjacent connective tissue was then re-
tracted to facilitate access to the gland. Two or three injections of PRV-
BaBlu were then made into the gland through a glass pipette attached to
a Hamilton syringe; the total volume of virus injected was 2– 4 �l. After
each injection, the gland was swabbed with a cotton-tip applicator to
decrease nonspecific viral spread. We demonstrated previously that this
injection protocol produces an efficient infection of target neurons and
does not result in the spread of the virus to nontarget tissues (Kerman et
al., 2003).

In two rats, both the gastrocnemius muscle and the adrenal gland were
injected with PRV recombinants on the same day; these animals were
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allowed to survive 96 h after the injections. In the other 12 animals,
PRV-152 injections into the gastrocnemius muscle preceded PRV-BaBlu
injections into the adrenal gland by 22–32 h to provide for matching of
the infection produced by the two recombinants. These animals survived
120 –144 h after gastrocnemius muscle injections. Survival times after
injections into each target and the numbers of animals in each group are
summarized in Table 1.

Tissue processing. After transcardial perfusion with PLP (see above),
the entire brain was extracted and postfixed in PLP overnight. Brains
were then immersed in 30% sucrose for 24 – 48 h and sectioned coronally
at a thickness of 35 or 40 �m and collected into six bins. Tissue was stored
at �20°C in cryoprotectant [30% sucrose, 30% ethylene glycol, 1%
polyvinyl-pyrrolidine (PVP-40)] until immunohistochemical process-
ing was conducted.

For immunofluorescent detection, tissue was initially rinsed with 0.1 M

phosphate buffer (PB), pH 7.4, several times at room temperature. It was
then incubated for 1 h in a blocking solution made up of 1% normal
donkey serum, 1% bovine serum albumin, and 0.3% Triton X-100 in 0.1
M PB. The tissue was then reacted with a mixture of primary antibodies
[rabbit anti-GFP IgG (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) at 1:1000 and mouse
anti-�-gal IgG (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at 1:1000] diluted in the above
blocking solution. After 24 – 48 h of incubation at 4°C in the primary
antibody solution, the tissue was rinsed several times with 0.1 M PB and
then reacted with a secondary antibody solution, which consisted of
donkey anti-mouse IgG conjugated to CY3 (1:200; Jackson ImmunoRe-
search, West Grove, PA) and goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to BODIPY
FL (1:200; Invitrogen) dissolved in the blocking solution. Thus, PRV-
152-infected cells appeared green, whereas those infected with PRV-
BaBlu were red, and double-infected cells appeared yellow or orange
depending on the balance of colors. Specificity of the primary and sec-
ondary antibodies used in these double-labeling experiments has been
documented previously (Billig et al., 2000; Kerman et al., 2003).

Triple-labeling experiments were also performed for simultaneous de-
tection of the viral reporter proteins and either arginine vasopressin
(AVP) or oxytocin (OT). Colocalization studies for AVP and OT were
always performed on adjacent sections, so that potential OT content
within AVP-containing cells (and vice versa) was not examined. Tissue
handling procedures were similar to those described above, and the fol-
lowing primary antibody solution was used: chicken anti-GFP IgY (Ab-
cam, Cambridge, MA) at 1:2000, mouse anti-�-gal IgG (Sigma) at
1:1000, and rabbit anti-AVP at 1:7500 or rabbit anti-OT at 1:10,000. The
latter two antibodies were produced in our laboratory and were deter-
mined to be specific, because their signal could be eliminated by coincu-
bation with specific peptides. After 36 h of incubation in the primary
antibody solution, the tissue was then incubated for 2 h in the dark with
a secondary antibody mixture containing: donkey anti-mouse IgG con-
jugated to CY3 (1:200; Jackson ImmunoResearch), goat anti-chicken IgG
conjugated to AlexaFluor 488 (1:200; Invitrogen), and biotinylated goat
anti-rabbit IgG (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). After several
rinses with 0.1 M PB, the tissue was then incubated with NeutrAvidin
conjugated to AlexaFluor 350 (1:200; Invitrogen).

Thus, cells infected with PRV-152 appeared green, those infected with
PRV-BaBlu were red, and those expressing AVP or OT were blue. Neu-
rons double-infected with PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu appeared either yel-
low or orange, depending on the balance of colors. Double-infected cells
that colocalized with either AVP or OT would theoretically be white,

because blue, green, and red represent the full spectrum of visible light.
However, because of the differences in the balance and intensity of each
color, triple-labeled cells were close to white in color with a blue, red, or
green tinge to them.

After processing, tissue sections were mounted on glass slides and cover-
slipped with Aqua Poly/Mount (Polysciences, Warrington, PA).

Tissue analysis. Tissue was examined using a Leica (Nussloch, Ger-
many) DMR photomicroscope. Swanson’s (2004) rat atlas and that of
Paxinos and Watson (1986) were used as references for anatomical clas-
sification. Infected neurons were digitized using a Photometrics (Hun-
tington Beach, CA) CoolSNAPfx black and white camera and MCID Elite
7.0 imaging software (Imaging Research, St. Catharines, Ontario, Can-
ada). In �-gal and eGFP colocalization experiments, double-labeled neu-
rons appeared yellow or orange, depending on color balance, when de-
tected with a dual-band FITC/CY3 filter set (Chroma Technology,
Brattleboro, VT) with excitation spectra of 460 –500 and 550 –575 nm
and emission spectra of 510 –540 and 590 – 680 nm. The presence of each
fluorophore within double-labeled neurons was verified using specific
filter sets (Chroma Technology) with the following respective excitation
and emission ranges: BODIPY FL, 440 –520 and 500 –555 nm (green
fluorescence); CY3, 535–560 and 545– 625 nm (red fluorescence). In
triple-labeled experiments, cells containing AVP or OT appeared blue
when detected with a filter set specific for AlexaFluor 350. Excitation and
emission ranges of this filter set were 320 – 400 and 410 –510 nm,
respectively.

Black and white images were obtained using specific filter sets individ-
ually. They were then pseudocolored and digitally overlaid using Adobe
Photoshop version 8.0 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). GFP-positive
neurons were pseudocolored green, �-gal-containing cells were pseudo-
colored red, and double-labeled neurons appeared yellow or orange. In
the case of triple-labeling experiments AVP- or OT-containing cells were
pseudocolored blue. Colocalization of these peptides with viral reporter
proteins was determined in images digitized under a 20� objective and
by overlaying pseudocolored images in Adobe Photoshop. Colocaliza-
tion of two or three fluorophores was determined by turning on and off
each layer to determine the location and color of each cell. Brightness and
contrast of images were optimized for presentation purposes, and digital
images were imported into Canvas 8.0 (Deneba Systems, Miami, FL) or
Adobe Photoshop for preparation of figures.

Statistical analysis. Linear regression analyses were performed using
Microsoft (Seattle, WA) Excel 2003 for Windows. Multiple means were
compared using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s honestly significant dif-
ference (HSD) post hoc test for pairwise comparisons (SPSS 13.0 for
Windows; SPSS, Chicago, IL); � 2 testing was performed using the � 2

Calculator (http://www.georgetown.edu/faculty/ballc/webtools/
web_chi.html). The significance level was set as p � 0.05.

Results
Animals used in this study (n � 14) were arranged into four
groups based on their survival times (Table 1): earliest survival
group (n � 2), short survival group (n � 4), intermediate survival
group (n � 4), and late survival group (n � 4). Initial analysis
focused on qualitative characterization of areas that contained
double-labeled neurons, which were coinfected with PRV-152
and PRV-BaBlu. All of the regions examined contained single-
and double-labeled cells. With exception of the cerebellum,
which contained only cells infected with PRV-152 at the later
survival times, no brain regions were observed that contained
only cells infected with one PRV recombinant but not the other.

Early survival times
At the earliest survival time, 96 h for both PRV strains, there were
low to moderate numbers of double-infected cells in medul-
lopontine sites as reported previously (Kerman et al., 2003).
There were also low to moderate numbers of double-infected
neurons in the periaqueductal gray (PAG), lateral hypothalamus
(LH), and paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN).

Table 1. Number of times that each rat was allowed to survive after injections of
PRV recombinants into the gastrocnemius muscle and adrenal gland

Survival period PRV-152 survival (h) PRV-BaBlu survival (h) n

Earliest 96 96 2
Short 120 96 3

129 107 1
Intermediate 132 108 3

136 112 1
Late 144 112 2

144 120 2

Based on the distribution of their survival times, animals were grouped into four separate survival groups.
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Occasional double-infected neurons were also present in the pos-
terior hypothalamus (PH), dorsomedial hypothalamus (DMH),
and Edinger-Westphal nucleus (EW). Neurons infected either
with PRV-152 or PRV-BaBlu, but not infected with both viral
strains, were also present in the red nucleus (RN).

To better match the temporal progression of infection, viral
injections were separated in time in subsequent experiments. Ac-
cordingly, injections of PRV-152 into the gastrocnemius muscle
preceded those of PRV-BaBlu into the adrenal gland by 22–32 h
(Table 1). Survival times were also increased to determine the
temporal pattern of infection and the maximal amount of label-
ing in each region.

In the short survival group (where PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu
injections were staggered by 22–32 h), there were moderate num-
bers of double-infected cells in the PAG. There was also a mod-
erate number of double-infected cells in the EW in two of the four
animals. In the other two animals, there was a moderate infection
with PRV-BaBlu in that region but no PRV-152-infected neu-
rons. There were low to moderate numbers of double-infected
cells in the RN. In the hypothalamus, there were low numbers of
double-infected neurons in the PH, with low to moderate label-
ing in the DMH, LH, and PVN.

Intermediate survival time
In the intermediate survival group, there were moderate to large
numbers of double-infected neurons in the PAG (Fig. 1). There
were also moderate numbers of double-infected neurons in the
RN and EW in three of the rats, with scattered double-infected
neurons present in these areas in the remaining animal (Fig. 1). In
the hypothalamus, there were low numbers of double-infected
neurons in the PH with moderate numbers of double-infected
neurons in the LH, DMH, and PVN (Figs. 2, 3).

Late survival time
In the late survival group, there was moderate to heavy labeling
with double-infected neurons in the PAG (Fig. 1). There were low
to moderate numbers of double-infected neurons in the RN (Fig.
1), whereas in the EW, there were moderate numbers of double-
labeled neurons (Fig. 1). In the PH, there were moderate num-
bers of double-infected neurons. In the DMH, there were mod-
erate to heavy numbers of double-labeled neurons (Fig. 2). In the
LH, there was moderate to heavy labeling in two of the rats (Fig.
2), whereas the PVN contained moderate numbers of double-
infected neurons (Fig. 3).

In addition to the mesencephalic and hypothalamic areas de-
scribed above, double-labeled neurons were also found within
the deep layers of the motor cortex (Fig. 4). These neurons were
observed in five animals, three of them were in the late survival
group, with one in the intermediate survival group and one in the
early survival group. In four of these animals, scattered double-
labeled neurons were observed, and in one of the late-surviving
animals, low numbers were present.

To quantify the temporal progression of viral infection, the
numbers of double-infected neurons in different brain regions
were scored on a six point scale from 0 to 5, where 0 represents no
double-labeled neurons, 1 represents scattered neurons, 2 repre-
sents light labeling, 3 represents moderate numbers of double-
labeled neurons, 4 represents heavy labeling, and 5 represents
very heavy labeling. Each area was scored in each rat and then was
averaged across all animals (Table 2). This analysis revealed that
at the earliest survival time, there were scattered double-labeled
neurons in the LH and PVN, and scattered to light labeling in the
PAG. At short survival times, labeling in these areas became

heavier, whereas appreciable signal also appeared in the DMH,
EW, and RN. Interestingly, signal in the PAG, PVN, and EW
reached its maximum at the short and intermediate survival pe-
riod. The signal in RN reached its peak at the intermediate sur-
vival point, whereas labeling in the LH, PH, and DMH reached its
peak at the late survival period (Table 2).

Cell counts
To determine the relative contribution of the midbrain and hy-
pothalamic areas to sympatho-motor control, detailed cell
counts were performed in each of these regions. Motor cortex was
excluded from this analysis because of only sparse labeling in
some of the animals in this region. The PAG, PH, LH, and PVN
were divided into subregions based on functional and connec-
tional grounds. Because PAG is made up of functionally distinct
columns running along the rostrocaudal extent of the nucleus
(Bandler et al., 1991; Beitz, 1995), it was divided into ventrolat-
eral, dorsolateral, and dorsomedial compartments (Swanson,
2004). To examine possible rostrocaudal differences in the distri-
bution of sympatho-motor neurons, these columns were exam-

Figure 1. Examples of sympatho-motor neurons in the midbrain. Transsynaptically labeled
neurons infected with PRV-152, which was injected into the gastrocnemius muscle, appear
green, whereas those infected with PRV-BaBlu were pseudocolored with red; double-infected
neurons appear yellow or orange. Drawings in the left column are from Swanson’s rat atlas
(Swanson, 2004) and indicate locations of anatomical regions shown to the right. Areas shown
in red indicate boundaries that were used for cell quantifications, whereas boxes drawn with
dashed lines indicate approximate locations of images on the right. Images in the middle col-
umn were taken from an animal that survived 132 and 108 h after injections with PRV-152 and
PRV-BaBlu, respectively. Images in the right column are from an animal that survived 144 and
120 h after injections with PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu, respectively. Numbers on the left indicate
approximate distances from bregma in millimeters. dmPAG, Dorsomedial periaqueductal gray.
Scale bars, 100 �m.
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ined at four different rostrocaudal levels, which were approxi-
mately �8.6 mm from bregma (caudal PAG), �7.9 mm from
bregma (intermediate PAG), �6.0 mm from bregma (interme-
diate rostral PAG), and �5.3 mm from bregma (rostral PAG).
Similarly, neurons of the posterior hypothalamus have been re-
ported to differ along its rostrocaudal extent in their neurochem-
ical content and their afferent input (Abrahamson and Moore,
2001). Therefore, this nucleus was sampled at two distinct ros-
trocaudal levels: posterior at approximately �4.5 mm from
bregma and rostral at �4.1 mm from bregma. Likewise, based on
connectional and functional grounds, the LH can be separated
into two distinct regions: the perifornical region, which produces
pressor responses when chemically stimulated (Allen and
Cechetto, 1992), and the lateral region, which produces depressor
responses when stimulated (Allen and Cechetto, 1992). Finally,
the PVN is made up of functionally and neurochemically distinct
subnuclei, which include lateral parvocellular subdivision
(PVNlp), posterior magnocellular (PVNpm), and medial parvo-
cellular dorsal and medial parvocellular ventral subdivisions
(Swanson, 1987). Each of these regions was analyzed separately.
In addition, the DMH, EW, and RN were also included in the
analysis.

Cell counting was performed in animals in the short, interme-
diate, and late survival groups. For each area, numbers of double-
labeled cells were determined from one or two sections and were
expressed as number of cells/section. Numbers of double-labeled
cells across multiple regions were then added together. Survival

time had a significant effect on the number of observed double-
infected neurons, both as a function of the survival time after
PRV-152 as well as the PRV-BaBlu injections (Fig. 5).

To determine the relative contribution of each region to
sympatho-motor control, cell counts from each area were di-
vided by the total number of double-infected cells detected in

Figure 2. Examples of sympatho-motor neurons in the hypothalamus. The drawing at the
top is from Swanson’s (2004) rat atlas and indicates locations of anatomical regions shown
below. Areas shown in red indicate boundaries that were used for cell quantifications, whereas
boxes drawn with dashed lines indicate approximate locations of images below. The number on
the left indicates approximate distance from bregma in millimeters. Images in the left column
were taken from animals that survived 132 and 108 h after injections with PRV-152 and PRV-
BaBlu, respectively. Images in the right column are from animals that survived 144 and 120 h
after injections with PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu, respectively. Dashed lines show the border of the
third ventricle. Scale bars, 100 �m.

Figure 3. Sympatho-motor neurons in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus.
Images illustrate labeling at two different levels of the nucleus: A, caudal; B, rostral. Drawings at
the top of each panel indicate different subdivisions of the nucleus; numbers to the left of the
drawings indicate approximate distances from bregma in millimeters. Images A1 and B1 were
taken from an animal that survived 132 and 108 h after injections with PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu,
respectively. Images in A2 and B2 are from animals that survived 144 and 120 h after injections
with PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu, respectively. Note the distinct pattern of labeling as the majority
of double-infected cells are found within the lateral parvocellular, dorsal parvocellular, and
medial parvocellular ventral subdivisions. Dashed lines outline the edge of the third ventricle.
dp, Dorsal parvocellular; lp, lateral parvocellular; mpd, medial parvocellular dorsal division;
mpv, medial parvocellular ventral division; pm, posterior magnocellular. Scale bars, 50 �m.
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each animal. Comparison of the fractions
of double-labeled neurons revealed a dis-
tinct pattern of labeling within the differ-
ent regions. Within the PAG, the greatest
numbers of double-labeled cells were
found within the caudal ventrolateral por-
tions of the nucleus (see Fig. 1), with very
few double-infected cells within the rostral
dorsolateral portions of the nucleus. Fur-
thermore, at more rostral levels, labeling in
the ventrolateral column of the PAG de-
creased to the levels observed in the rostral
dorsomedial region of this nucleus.
Within the lateral hypothalamic area,
there was a dense cluster of double-labeled
cells near the fornix in the perifornical
area. However, a majority of double-
labeled cells in this region were located
dorsally and laterally to the fornix (Fig. 2).
Likewise, there was a distinct pattern of
labeling in the PVN, with the majority of
double-labeled cells located in the PVNlp,
PVNdp, and PVNmpv (Fig. 3).

To determine whether these differences
were statistically significant, values from
all of the regions were analyzed together
using a one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s
HSD post hoc tests for pairwise compari-
sons. This analysis revealed that of the 24
areas examined, approximately half of all
of the double-labeled neurons detected in
each animal were located within five main
regions: caudal ventrolateral PAG (cVL-
PAG), intermediate ventrolateral PAG
(iVLPAG), DMH, dorsolateral LH (dlLH),
and PVNmpv (Fig. 6). Content of double-
infected neurons within the cVLPAG, iV-
LPAG, and dlLH was significantly greater
than that within any of the other regions
( p � 0.05) (Fig. 6). Similarly, content of
double-labeled neurons in the DMH and
PVNmpv was greater than that of 15 other
regions ( p � 0.05).

Colocalization studies
Because the PVN contained proportion-
ally more neurons infected with both PRV strains than most of
the other regions examined, and it appeared to contain the dens-
est concentration of such neurons, we focused our additional
analysis on this nucleus. Specifically, we attempted to determine
whether sympatho-motor cells in this nucleus exhibit any rela-
tionship to the distribution of AVP- and OT-containing neurons.
To address this issue, we processed adjacent tissue bins from five
animals for simultaneous visualization of �-gal, eGFP, and AVP
or for �-gal, eGFP, and OT. In these experiments, AVP- and
OT-containing neurons were tagged with a blue fluorophore,
whereas the viral reporter proteins were detected as before. One
of the animals used in these studies was in the short survival
group, two were in the intermediate survival group, and two
remaining animals were in the late survival group. AVP- and
OT-containing neurons were distributed throughout the PVN.
There was a cluster of these cells within the posterior magnocel-
lular subdivision of the PVN; however, this clustering was heavier

for AVP-containing neurons (Fig. 7). There was also considerable
interdigitation of AVP- or OT-containing neurons with those
infected with one or both of the PRV strains. These overlapping

Figure 4. Sympatho-motor neurons in the motor cortex. The red box in the top drawing indicates the approximate location
from which the images were digitized. Images A–C were taken from an animal that survived 120 and 96 h after injections of
PRV-152 and PRV-BaBlu, respectively. Images D–F are from animals that survived 144 and 120 h after injections of PRV-152 and
PRV-BaBlu, respectively. A and D show neurons infected with PRV-BaBlu, which send transsynaptic projections to the adrenal
gland; B and E show neurons infected with PRV-152, which send transsynaptic projections to the gastrocnemius muscle; C and F
show overlaid images of A plus B and D plus E, respectively. Arrows indicate double-labeled neurons. Scale bars, 100 �m.

Table 2. Relative content of double-infected neurons in different brain regions

Earliest Short Intermediate Late

PAG 1.5 2.4 � 0.4 3.25 � 0.3 3.25 � 0.9
LH 1 1.75 � 0.5 2.75 � 0.3 3.75 � 0.5a,b

PVN 1 2.2 � 0.4 2.5 � 0.3 2.5 � 0.3
RN 0 1.2 � 0.4 2.5 � 0.5

a
2.25 � 0.3a

EW 0.5 1.6 � 0.6 2.5 � 0.5 2.75 � 0.5
PH 0.5 0.75 � 0.5 1.5 � 0.3 3.25 � 0.6a,b

DMH 0.5 1.75 � 0.5 2.25 � 0.3 3.5 � 0.3a,b

Degree of labeling was scored on a scale in which 0 � no neurons, 1 � scattered neurons, 2 � light label, 3 �
moderate label, 4 � heavy label, and 5 � very heavy label. Values represent mean � SEM.
a p � 0.05 compared with the earliest survival time (ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post hoc test).
b p � 0.05 compared with short survival time (ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post hoc test).
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populations included cells within the parvocellular and magno-
cellular subdivisions (Fig. 7).

A number of neurons were detected within these regions that
were infected with PRV-152 and/or PRV-BaBlu and that also
contained either AVP or OT (Fig. 8). For the AVP colocalization
study, a total of 348 double-infected neurons (cells that colocal-
ized �-gal and eGFP) were detected, with 37 (or 11%) of those
cells also AVP positive. Triple-labeled neurons were detected in
all subdivisions of the PVN; however, almost half of these cells (18
of 37; 49%) were concentrated in the posterior magnocellular
subdivision (Fig. 9A). These cells were primarily confined to the
edge of PVNpm and may represent laterally displaced parvocel-
lular neurons. A similar pattern was observed for neurons that
colocalized one of the PRV strains and AVP. Accordingly, 21 of
36 (58%) neurons positive for both �-gal and AVP were detected
with PVNpm, whereas 30 of 48 (63%) eGFP- and AVP-positive
neurons were located in the PVNpm.

For the OT colocalization study, a total of 324 double-infected
neurons (cells that colocalized �-gal and eGFP) were detected,
with 42 (or 13%) of those cells also OT positive. In contrast to
AVP, only 10% (or 4 of 42) of these cells were found within the
posterior magnocellular subdivision (Fig. 9B). This difference

was statistically significant ( p � 0.01; � 2 test), indicating that a
greater fraction of AVP-positive sympatho-motor neurons was
found within PVNpm compared with OT-containing neurons.
Instead, a majority of OT-containing sympatho-motor neurons
(33 of 42; 79%) were found within the PVNlp, PVNdp, and
PVNmpv (Fig. 9B). When compared with the distribution of

Figure 5. Effect of increasing survival times on the number of double-infected neurons.
There was a significant correlation between the length of the postinjection survival period for
both PRV-152 (r 2 � 0.48; p � 0.05; A) and PRV-BaBlu (r 2 � 0.48; p � 0.05; B). DL, Double
labeled.

Figure 6. Distribution of sympatho-motor neurons among different regions of the midbrain
and hypothalamus. Black bars indicate areas that contained�50% of all of the double-infected
cells that were detected in each animal. *p � 0.05, significantly �19 other regions; #p � 0.05,
significantly �15 other regions. cDLPAG, Caudal dorsolateral periaqueductal gray; cDMPAG,
caudal dorsomedial periaqueductal gray; cPH, caudal posterior hypothalamus; iDLPAG, inter-
mediate dorsolateral periaqueductal gray; iDMPAG, intermediate dorsomedial periaqueductal
gray; irDLPAG, intermediate rostral dorsolateral periaqueductal gray; irDMPAG, intermediate
rostral dorsomedial periaqueductal gray; irVLPAG, intermediate rostral ventrolateral periaque-
ductal gray; rDLPAG, rostral dorsolateral periaqueductal gray; rDMPAG, rostral dorsomedial
periaqueductal gray; pfLH, perifornical lateral hypothalamus; PVNdp, paraventricular nucleus,
dorsal parvocellular subdivision; PVNmpd, paraventricular nucleus, medial parvocellular dorsal
subdivision; rPH, rostral posterior hypothalamus; rVLPAG, rostral ventrolateral periaqueductal
gray.

Figure 7. Relationship of sympatho-motor neurons to AVP- and OT-containing neurons in
the PVN. Sections were processed for simultaneous visualization of viral reporter proteins (�-
gal and eGFP) as well as AVP (A1, B1) or OT (A2, B2). �-Gal and eGFP were tagged with red and
green fluorophores, whereas AVP and OT were tagged with a blue fluorophore. Note the exten-
sive interdigitation of AVP-positive (A1, B1) and OT-positive (A2, B2) neurons with virally
infected cells. Also note the differences in the distribution of AVP and OT within the PVN.
Although AVP-positive neurons are found within all of the different subdivisions of the PVN,
these cells are enriched in the posterior magnocellular (pm) subdivision (B1). In contrast, OT-
containing cells show only light clustering within the pm subdivision but instead are scattered
throughout the PVN (A2, B2). Abbreviations are as in Figure 3. Scale bars, 50 �m.
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OT-containing sympatho-motor neurons,
this difference was also significantly differ-
ent ( p � 0.01; � 2 test), indicating that a
greater fraction of OT-positive sympatho-
motor neurons was found within PVNlp,
PVNdp, and PVNmpv compared with
AVP-containing neurons.

Discussion
The current study exploited the functions
of PRV recombinants as transsynaptic
tract-tracing agents that are capable of
coinfecting the same neuron. Our obser-
vations suggest that several areas may par-
ticipate in sympatho-motor integration.
However, the greatest numbers of rostral
sympatho-motor neurons are concen-
trated in specific subdivisions of two pri-
mary structures: the periaqueductal gray
and the hypothalamus. These subdivisions
include caudal and intermediate VLPAG,
dlLH, DMH, and PVNmpv. The PVN also
appeared to contain the greatest density of
sympatho-motor neurons, some of which
also expressed either AVP or OT within its
distinct subdivisions.

Methodological considerations
One limitation of the viral transsynaptic
tracing method is that infection with one PRV strain makes the
host cell less susceptible to infection with another PRV strain
(Kim et al., 1999). Furthermore, viral infection interferes with
normal metabolism of the host cell and decreases its normal tran-
scriptional and translational activities (Kim et al., 1999; Card,
2001). Therefore, it is likely that our counts of coinfected cells
underestimate actual numbers of sympatho-motor neurons.
Likewise, our counts of double-infected neurons that colocalize
with either AVP or OT may also underestimate the true overlap of
these populations.

When interpreting these data, it is important to keep in mind
that PRV is transported transsynaptically. Therefore, we cannot
be entirely sure whether our data represent neurons with direct or
polysynaptic projections. Furthermore, viral transport may be
affected by the distance from the injection site, terminal density at
the injection site, and the speed of replication in the injected
tissue and in the infected neurons in the pathway (Card, 2001;
Cano et al., 2004).

Connectional considerations
One way to address methodological constraints discussed above
is to examine the patterns of labeling at different postinoculation
times. Our data revealed that the LH, PVN, and PAG contain
double-infected neurons at the earliest survival time when
double-infected neurons are observed in the brain. This finding
suggests that neurons within these regions send direct collateral-
ized projections to sympathetic preganglionic neurons and to
motoneurons. This notion is consistent with monosynaptic trac-
ing studies that demonstrated direct spinal projections from
these areas (Saper et al., 1976, 1979; Hosoya, 1980; Swanson and
Kuypers, 1980; Haring and Davis, 1983; Kohler et al., 1984;
Shiosaka et al., 1985; Mouton and Holstege, 1994; Marson and
Foley, 2004). Additionally, the LH contains neurons with de-
scending projections to the ventromedial medulla (Hosoya,

1985); therefore, viral transport via this pathway may account for
the significant increase in LH labeling at the late survival point.

In contrast, double-infected neurons within the DMH, EW,
PH, and RN may represent second-order projection neurons,
because labeling within these regions did not reach appreciable
levels until the short survival time. In the case of DMH, the most
likely route of its infection is via its efferent connections with
PVN (Hosoya, 1985; ter Horst and Luiten, 1986; Thompson et al.,
1996; Hermann et al., 1997). Increasing survival time signifi-

Figure 8. Neurons expressing viral reporter proteins are colocalized with AVP (A, B) or OT (C, D) within the PVN. AVP- and
OT-expressing neurons were tagged with a blue fluorophore (A1, B1, C1, D1), those infected with PRV-BaBlu were tagged with a
red fluorophore (A2, B2, C2, D2), and cells infected with PRV-152 were tagged with a green fluorophore (A3, B3, C3, D3).
Colocalization of these antigens was determined by overlaying the three images (A4, B4, C4, D4 ). Arrowheads show examples of
triple-labeled neurons in the posterior magnocellular (A), lateral parvocellular (B), dorsal parvocellular (C), and medial parvocel-
lular ventral (D) subdivisions on the PVN. Arrows show examples of neurons coinfected with both viral strains but not colocalized
with either peptide. Scale bar, 20 �m.

Figure 9. Regional differences in colocalization of AVP with sympatho-motor neurons and
that of OT with sympatho-motor neurons. In the case of AVP, nearly one-half (49%) of the cells
that colocalized with AVP and both viral reporter proteins were found within the posterior
magnocellular (pm) subdivision (A). In contrast, only a small proportion (10%) of sympatho-
motor neurons that colocalized with OT was located within the pm subdivision (B). Instead,
such neurons were found predominantly (79%) within the lateral parvocellular (lp), dorsal
parvocellular (dp), and medial parvocellular ventral (mpv) subdivisions (B). These regions of the
PVN also contained a considerable fraction (35%) of AVP-positive sympatho-motor neurons (A).
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cantly increased the numbers of double-labeled neurons within
the DMH, suggesting an additional source of viral transport to
this nucleus. Accordingly, in addition to its heavy projections to
the PVN, DMH sends moderate projections to the ventrolateral
and dorsomedial PAG and ventromedial medulla (Hosoya, 1985;
ter Horst and Luiten, 1986; Thompson et al., 1996; Hermann et
al., 1997).

In contrast, the course of EW efferents is not as well defined,
thus making it difficult to conclusively determine its connections
to other virally infected brain regions. However, EW nucleus has
been demonstrated recently to participate in responses to various
stressors (Gaszner et al., 2004; Korosi et al., 2005). Thus, it is
tempting to speculate that EW projects to the PVN, a major nu-
cleus in orchestrating coordinated responses to stress
(Sawchenko et al., 1996). The EW-PVN projection may partici-
pate in the coordination of stress responses across multiple brain
regions.

Unlike EW, RN efferents are well characterized and project
exclusively to the spinal cord (Ruigrok and Cella, 1995), thus
making it the most likely synaptic site for this projection. Signif-
icant increases in the numbers of double-infected neurons in the
RN at intermediate and late survival times may reflect the long
distance of these second-order motor efferents.

In contrast to the RN, the PH does not contain spinally pro-
jecting neurons but instead sends projections to the ventromedial
medulla and the PAG (Vertes and Crane, 1996), which likely
account for the later appearance of double-infected neurons
within this area. A significant increase in labeling at the late sur-
vival suggests that there may be differences in transport times
between these two projections, which are likely related to differ-
ences in terminal densities (Vertes and Crane, 1996).

It is likely that the double-labeled neurons observed in the
motor cortex are higher-order neurons rather than those sending
direct projections to the spinal cord. Appreciable numbers of
such cells were detected at the late survival, thus supporting this
notion. The most likely route of viral infection to the motor
cortex is via the RN, which receives cortical afferents (Brown,
1974). These observations suggest a novel role for the motor
cortex in sympatho-motor integration.

Functional implications
We found a significantly greater percentage of double-labeled
neurons within the PVN, specifically PVNmpv, compared with
most of the other subregions examined. Furthermore, the density
of double-labeled neurons appeared to be higher with PVNmpv
and PVNdp compared with other areas of similar size. These
findings suggest that the PVN plays a major role in sympatho-
motor regulation. Traditionally, the PVN has been viewed as an
integrative site for autonomic and endocrine responses to stress
(Sawchenko et al., 1996). Our data are consistent with this notion
and extend it to indicate the existence of cells within the PVN that
have the potential to simultaneously regulate functions of the
somatomotor efferents and the sympathetic nervous system. This
sympatho-motor circuit is likely recruited during stress-
motivated behaviors (e.g., fight-or-flight), which require con-
comitant activation of motor and sympathetic efferents.

Anxiety-induced behaviors and passive coping responses to
chronic or inescapable stress may share certain behavioral and
physiological characteristics such as a concomitant decrease in
locomotor activity (freezing/immobility) and alterations in car-
diovascular function. Neurons within the PVN appear to be re-
cruited by such behavioral adaptations, because rats that have
been bred for their helpless responses to chronic stress show ele-

vated metabolism in the PVN (Shumake et al., 2001). Further-
more, this activation may be specific for the AVP-containing
cells, because rats bred for high anxiety-related behavior show
increased expression of AVP in response to an acute stressor
(Murgatroyd et al., 2004). Similarly, rats that respond with pro-
longed inactivity to chronic stress show increased expression of
AVP in the PVN (Murgatroyd et al., 2004).

OT also plays a role in mediating stress-motivated behaviors
and, in particular, has been implicated in inhibiting aggressive
behaviors (Harmon et al., 2002; Ragnauth et al., 2005). Together
with the results of the present study, these data suggest that the
AVP- and OT-positive sympatho-motor neurons identified in
the present study mediate visceral and motor aspects of anxiety-
like and passive coping behaviors.

Interestingly, a previous postmortem study reported in-
creased numbers of AVP- and OT-containing neurons in the
PVN of depressed patients (Purba et al., 1996). This finding raises
the possibility that sympatho-motor neurons may play some role
in major depression and other mood disorders. Core symptoms
of major depression include psychomotor retardation and hypo-
activity (Nestler et al., 2002). Furthermore, depression and anx-
iety have been linked with a host of cardiovascular abnormalities
(Roy et al., 1987; Rechlin et al., 1994; Carney et al., 1995; Frasure-
Smith et al., 1995; Watkins and Grossman, 1999; Agelink et al.,
2001). Therefore, it seems likely that a portion of the double-
infected neurons that we observed in the PVN, which contain
AVP or OT, are involved in mediating passive coping responses
to chronic stress and may also be involved in the expression of
core symptoms of major depression.

Consistent with the proposed role in passive coping and qui-
escence for the circuits identified in our study is the finding of a
large number of double-infected cells in the caudal ventrolateral
PAG. Stimulation of this area produces quiescence and immobil-
ity with a reduction in locomotion in awake rats (Depaulis et al.,
1994; Morgan et al., 1998; Morgan and Carrive, 2001) and also
leads to hypotension (Carrive and Bandler, 1991; Lovick, 1992)
and bradycardia (Morgan and Carrive, 2001).

In contrast to the passive coping areas discussed above, it
seems likely that double-infected neurons identified in the DMH
and dlLH play a role in active coping responses such as show of
aggression and escape behaviors. The LH was one of the original
areas implicated in the expression of the defense reaction: an
integrated behavioral response that involves increased blood
pressure, tachycardia, increased vocalization, and locomotion
coupled with increased blood flow to the hindlimb (Hilton,
1982). This response can be elicited in experimental animals by
exposure to a rival or a predator and can be mimicked by electri-
cal stimulation of the LH (Hilton, 1982) or chemical disinhibi-
tion of this region (Kayaba et al., 2003). The descending compo-
nent of the defense reaction is thought to be mediated in part by
neurons in the dorsomedial PAG (Hilton and Redfern, 1986).
However, we found relatively few double-labeled neurons in this
region, suggesting that this response may be mediated by a small
number of cells.

Similar to the LH, disinhibition of DMH elicits a defense re-
action (Kunos and Varga, 1995). Furthermore, chemical stimu-
lation of DMH produces somato-motor and autonomic changes
that are characteristic of the defense reaction (DiMicco et al.,
2002).

Based on our present findings, we hypothesize that the dual
function neurons in the PVN and caudal vlPAG mediate passive
coping responses. These circuits may also produce motor and
autonomic disturbances characteristic of major depression. In
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contrast, sympatho-motor neurons in the DMH and LH may
mediate active coping responses.
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